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Abstract

Asymmetric division is an evolutionarily conserved process that generates daughter cells with different fates through the unequal partitioning of fate determinants. While asymmetric division is critically important in generating diversity during development, its dysregulation can also promote oncogenesis. In particular, signals that shift the normal balance of symmetric and asymmetric division can lead to a differentiation arrest and trigger cancer progression. Here, we discuss the studies that have provided increasing support for this idea. Beginning with original work carried out in Drosophila, we trace more recent work in mammalian systems that suggest that the subversion of asymmetric division can contribute significantly to the development and progression of both hematologic malignancies and solid cancers.

Introduction

During embryonic development and in adult tissues, stem cells divide to give rise to differentially fated cells and thereby generate the diversity of cells needed for normal tissue functioning. While extrinsic cues can play an important role in controlling differentiation, intrinsic cues can also act through asymmetric division to control the birth of differentiated daughter cells. Asymmetric cell division involves the unequal segregation of proteins or RNA that can direct distinct programs to influence the fate of the cell. Stem cells that undergo asymmetric division yield one daughter that remains a stem cell and another that becomes differentiated. In contrast, symmetric divisions, either symmetric renewal or symmetric differentiation, generate daughter cells with identical fate (Fig. 1). Often used as a mechanism for diversification during development, more recent work suggests that asymmetric division may also be integral to cancer establishment and progression. In this review, we give a brief overview of the molecular mechanisms of asymmetric division primarily identified through research in invertebrates, and focus thereafter on its emerging function in mammalian development and oncogenesis.

Asymmetric Division in Model Organisms

Studies with Drosophila and adult mammalian stem cells have identified at least three distinct classes of proteins involved in asymmetric division. These include polarity proteins such as partitioning defective 3 (Par3), Par6, and atypical Protein Kinase C (aPKC), regulators of spindle orientation such as Pins, Disc large (Dlg), Inscuteable (Insc) and Lis1, and fate determinants such as Numb, Prospero/Prox1, Brain tumor (Brat), and Musashi (Msi). Drosophila neural development provides a classic example of cells undergoing asymmetric division. Here, the dividing neuroblasts are polarized, with the polarity proteins (such as Par3) migrating to the apical membrane. This apical polarization is required for the transient accumulation of fate determinants such as Numb, Prospero (Pros), and Brat, and adaptor proteins such as Miranda, at the basal membrane. This is driven by a cascade of phosphorylation events triggered by the kinase Aurora A and eventually results in the inactivation of Lgl [Lethal (2) giant larva] by aPKC at the apical neuroblast cortex, allowing it to be replaced by Par3 at the apical complex. This now permits aPKC to phosphorylate Numb and thus release it from the apical cortex, allowing accumulation on the opposite, basal side of the cell (1). Like Numb, Miranda is also phosphorylated by aPKC and localized to the basal cortex. Miranda in turn binds to Pros and promotes its basal localization. Once inherited by the differentiated daughter cell, Numb represses Notch signaling and the transcriptional activity of Pros promotes a differentiated state (2). In addition to the initiation of polarity, the proper orientation of the mitotic spindle is also essential for correct partitioning of the fate determinants and is regulated by the Gα–Pins–Mud pathway or the Pins–Dlg–Khc73 pathway. The former involves apical localization of the adaptor protein Insc and the recruitment of Pins and mushroom body defective (Mud), which interact with the dynemin–dynactin complex, including Lis1. The recruitment of the dynemin–dynactin complex to the apical cortex generates a pulling force to lock one centrosome at the apical pole, which subsequently leads to the proper alignment of the mitotic spindle along the apical/basal polarity axis. The second spindle orientation pathway requires Pins, Dlg, and its interaction partner Khc-73, a microtubule plus-end–directed kinesin motor heavy chain (3). Implementation of this pathway involves the localization of Khc73 to microtubule plus-ends where it binds to Dlg, which associates with Pins to facilitate cortical microtubule anchoring and subsequent stabilization of the mitotic spindle (3).

Outside signals can also trigger spindle orientation changes as shown in the developing Caenorhabditis elegans embryo and in the
Drosophila germ cell niche. In the C. elegans embryo, the posterior signaling cell (P2) secretes Wnt ligands that interact with Frizzled on the adjacent endoderm mesoderm founder cell (EMS), such that the spindle in the EMS actively rotates to the point of contact with P2 and sets up an asymmetric axis. This polarization ensures that the cell born next to P2 adopts a differentiated fate (purple). Middle and bottom, subversion of asymmetric division during oncogenesis. Balanced symmetric and asymmetric divisions allow maintenance of cancer stem cell populations and create heterogeneity during the chronic phase or low grade. In these cancers, the maintenance of Numb and p53 levels allows continued differentiation (middle). Accrual of additional mutations results in increased symmetric renewal divisions, leading to a more undifferentiated and malignant state. This is associated with elevated expression of stem cell genes such as Notch, Msi, and β-catenin (bottom).

**Asymmetric Division in Mammalian Development**

Although the concepts of asymmetric division were initially developed and demonstrated in invertebrates such as Drosophila and C. elegans, over the last decade, it has become clear that this can be an integral mechanism for diversification in mammalian development as well (6). For instance, time lapse imaging studies of the developing mouse cortex have shown that the orientation of cleavage furrow can determine the fate of daughter cells (7); the fact that isolated cortical progenitor cells only divide in a stereotyped manner (8) suggests that their division may be independent of external cues. Stratification of the epidermis as well results from...
Asymmetric Divisions, where the orientation of the spindle in the dividing basal layer cells can determine the fate of the progeny. Experiments using GFP-labeled centrin have shown that a perpendicular alignment of the spindle gives rise to progeny with distinct fates, wherein the basal cell remains stem-like and the suprabasally dividing cell differentiates (9).

Asymmetric division can also lead to cellular diversification and preservation of the stem cell state during normal hematopoiesis. On the basis of a screen of asymmetric division mediators, studies have shown that shRNA-mediated knockdown of the polarity proteins such as Pard6a and Prkc (aPKC homolog) in hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) can lead to increased differentiation and loss of HSC repopulation, and knocking down the fate determinant Prox1 promoted increased accumulation of immature and mature cells (10). Similarly, genetic loss of function of the spindle orientation regulator Lgll (11) in the hematopoietic tissue led to enhanced engraftment and better HSC repopulation capacity due to increased proliferation. Although these studies did not specifically track asymmetric segregation of fate determinants, the adaptor protein complex-associated Ap2a2 protein has been shown to secrete asymmetrically during HSC division in vitro, with its overexpression triggering an in vitro proliferative advantage (12). However, the significance of Ap2a2 and Numb segregation being discordant, and whether it indicates a unique mechanism of control over symmetric renewal is not clear.

There is also genetic evidence that asymmetric division can influence HSC function in vivo. The findings that Numb, which can trigger differentiation, is segregated and inherited differentially into two daughter cells (13), led to work showing that the Numb inhibitor Msi was highly expressed in stem cells, and lost during differentiation. Genetic deletion of Msi2 led to reduced frequency of stem cells (14); this was confirmed in independent studies, which demonstrated that deletion of Msi2 causes HSC defects in the context of transplantation (15). Besides being regulated by fate determinants such as Msi, asymmetric division may also be regulated through the orientation of the spindle during division. Spindle orientation can be critical in specifying the plane of division and the equal or unequal inheritance of fate determinants into two daughter cells, thus controlling differentiation state. Supporting this possibility is the finding that deletion of the dynein-binding protein Lis1, which is critical for correct spindle positioning, leads to depletion of HSCs and a dramatic bloodless phenotype, and that these striking phenotypes are related to defects in spindle anchoring and asymmetric division (16).

Asymmetric Division in Cancer

Over the past few decades, cancer research has placed a heavy emphasis on understanding aberrant proliferation and survival as key drivers of oncogenesis. However, proliferation and survival alone are not sufficient to endow cancer with all its malignant properties, and therapies such as radiation and chemotherapy that solely target these attributes can have limited impact. An important element of cancer is its striking structural similarities with development: cancers can be heterogeneous and utilize self-renewing mechanisms for propagation, and cancers often reverse differentiation to drive progression (17). In these contexts, the subversion of asymmetric division could be of great significance. For example, asymmetric division could enable generation of diversity within a cancer, while protecting a core population that harbors aberrant self-renewal, and a shift in the balance of asymmetric and symmetric divisions can trigger arrested differentiation and progression. Because of its potentially powerful influence, it is critical to understand how asymmetric division may contribute to oncogenesis, and whether disruption of this process may be of therapeutic value.

Pioneering work using genetic screens in Drosophila were the first to demonstrate that mutations in several genes involved in asymmetric cell division of neuroblasts (18) such as igf and brat (19) can trigger the development of brain tumors. Furthermore, loss of function of prospero (20) or numb (21) could phenocopy brat mutations. These studies indicated that defects in the function of fate determinants and regulators of asymmetric division could lead to uncontrolled symmetric renewal of neuroblasts and the development of transplantable tumors. Although these observations suggested that loss of asymmetric regulation can induce immortalization in neural stem cells and may be an initiating event in oncogenesis, the relevance of these discoveries for mammalian oncogenesis remained unclear till very recently.

Asymmetric Division in Hematologic Malignancies

The studies in HSCs suggest an emerging picture where pathways associated with asymmetric division can influence mammalian HSC fate and function. The impact of asymmetric division in hematologic malignancies was beginning to be explored around the same time, using leukemia as a model system. Much of the work to date has been on myeloid leukemia, with the influence of asymmetric division explored first in context of progression toward the acute phase leukemia associated with oncogenes BCR-ABL and NUP98-HOXA9 (13). Visualization of division patterns using real-time imaging of Notch reporter activity (used as a surrogate for the immature state) indicated that expression of BCR-ABL, the translocation that drives chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML), does not alter the normal balance between symmetric and asymmetric divisions. However, expression of NUP98-HOXA9, which is linked to blast crisis CML and some de novo acute myelogenous leukemias (AML), shifted the balance away from asymmetric divisions to symmetric renewal divisions. Interestingly, loss of the tumor-suppressor Pml (promyelocytic leukemia protein) has been shown to promote symmetric commitment divisions of normal HSCs (22). Although it remains to be tested, it is interesting to speculate that the exhaustion of CML stem cells (23) in Pml-deficient mice could be a result of increasing differentiation over multiple cell division cycles.

The studies above suggest that increased symmetric renewal division could form the basis of the differentiation arrest that occurs in progression, and that modulation of signals that increase asymmetry may enable imposition of a more differentiated state and resolution of disease. This possibility drove exploration of determinants that may be altered in oncogenesis and may be mediators of increased self-renewal and progression. Just as Numb is downregulated as CML progresses to blast crisis, Msi, a RNA-binding protein and Numb repressor, is strikingly upregulated (14). Furthermore, genetic deletion of Msi2 or ectopic expression of Numb significantly impairs in vivo leukemia progression in a mouse model of blast-crisis CML (14). AML cell lines also express Msi2, suggesting that there is a general pattern of Msi upregulation in high-grade hematologic malignancies (24). These experiments suggest that increased expression of Msi2, in part through suppression of Numb, may impair asymmetric division and arrest differentiation, thus leading to disease progression.
 Imaging studies showing that Numb overexpression imposed more asymmetric divisions supported this link (Lento and Reya; unpublished observations).

Although protein determinants play a direct role in specifying fate, the correct partitioning of these determinants, usually controlled by precise spindle orientation, can also serve as a point of control in oncogenesis. For instance, acute myeloid leukemias have lowered expression of Lgl1 than lower grade myeloproliferative neoplasms and loss of Lgl1 expression is associated with poor survival in AML (11). Functionally, the possibility of incorrect spindle orientation promoting leukemic growth has recently been tested in CML and AML leukemic growth in the context of the dynein-binding protein Lis1 (16). Loss of Lis1 expression was shown to not only result in a profound bloodless phenotype in the developing mouse embryo, but also lead to striking defects in HSC differentiation. Moreover, Lis1 loss largely resolved the in vivo progression of aggressive myeloid disease. Mechanistically, the loss of Lis1 leads to randomization of spindle orientation, which in turn promotes a marked increase in the frequency of asymmetric divisions, as scored by Numb inheritance in the progeny of dividing leukemic stem cells. Thus, Lis1 loss is accompanied with an increase in leukemic differentiation, which may be the underlying reason why the disease fails to establish or propagate in the absence of Lis1. Thus, these data raise the possibility that the enforced asymmetric division of leukemic cells may promote differentiation and serve as a method to resolve aggressive myeloid disease.

Asymmetric Division in Solid Cancers

Mutations in many genes regulating asymmetric division of normal stem cells, such as Lgl, atypical PKC, SCRIB1, DLG, MS1, etc., have been associated with solid tumors (25). Importantly, some of these studies demonstrated an aberrant increase in asymmetric renewal by directly visualizing the inheritance of fate determinants in murine and human cancers. Since most of this work is done using established tumor cells, it chiefly demonstrates the effect of loss of asymmetric division in the context of continual propagation of an established tumor and does not address the role of asymmetric division in tumor initiation or metastasis. These studies primarily fall in three categories: those implicating the loss of Numb regulation through tumor suppressors, those implicating miRNA-mediated regulation of Notch/Numb, and studies describing asymmetric division independent of stem cell or differentiation state.

Loss-of-function of the tumor-suppressor gene TP53 has not only been shown to promote tumorigenesis and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition in solid cancers (26), but has also been shown to promote maintenance of the stem cell state (27). Early evidence for a role of p53 in stem cell divisions came from work on normal and malignant mammary sphere cultures that enrich for stem cell populations (28). PKH fluorescent dye labeling of these spheres showed that the loss of p53 activity, either genetic or under the influence of the Erbb2 oncogene, can induce a shift from asymmetric to predominantly symmetric renewal divisions. Although these experiments, coupled with limiting dilution assays, suggest there may be an increase in stem cells following p53 loss, they do not rule out the possibility that these cells may be progenitors with limited proliferation capacity. This is especially true because the PKH staining is not accompanied with a functional analysis of cancer stem cells. Because the increase in symmetric divisions is scored by PKH dye-dilution and symmetric inheritance of Numb, it is possible that many of the cells that proliferated and arose in vitro were committed progenitors with high Numb levels. This would be consistent with the observation that the highest tumor-initiating ability resided in the non-dividing PKHhi cells, whereas the PKHmid and PKHlo cells had significantly lower numbers of cancer stem cells. Nevertheless, this study does provide conclusive evidence for a role for p53 in regulating the numbers of stem/progenitor cells in mammary tissues.

Experiments using paired-cell assays have also implicated the loss of p53 in promoting self-renewal of oligodendrocytic progenitors (OPC) and oligodendrogliomas that arise from these cells (29). The paired-cell or clone-splitting assay was originally developed to quantitate asymmetric versus symmetric divisions in context of HSCs (30). Here, single cells were allowed to undergo one round of mitosis, physically separated and functionally evaluated for their ability to undergo multilineage differentiation. This technique was subsequently modified in the context of neural stem cells, where the daughter cell "pairs" were stained for fate-determinants, which served as a surrogate for functional analysis (31). Using this assay, it has been shown that the neural/glial antigen 2 (NG2) segregates asymmetrically in about 50% of dividing OPCs, and cosegregates with EGFR (29). However, in a mouse model of oligodendroglioma (S100b+/+;erbB2+; p53+/−/−), there was a marked reduction in asymmetrically dividing cells with a concomitant increase in symmetric renewal and in the total number of OPCs. Interestingly, the homozygous loss of p53 led to a reduction in asymmetric division of normal OPCs and enhanced symmetric renewal. Although the molecular mechanisms regulating the shift between asymmetric to symmetric divisions in malignant OPCs are yet to be defined, these data suggest that the loss of p53 may play an active role in this process, as seen earlier in mammary cells.

As an important correlate of the original work done in Drosophila, recent work has shown that the expression of the brat homolog Trim3 (tripartite motif containing 3), is markedly reduced in brain tumors in comparison with normal brain (32). Moreover, genetic loss of TRIM3 is significantly associated with TP53 mutations. Interestingly, the enforced expression of Trim3 led to a marked decrease in Nestin+ cells in glioblastoma neurospheres, suggesting that its loss can switch the balance from asymmetric division to symmetric renewal. Mechanistically, high Trim3 not only suppressed MYC, but also correlated with low Msi, high Numb, and low Notch. These observations suggest that fate determinants other than Numb may also act in conjunction with p53 to regulate asymmetric division.

Two recent studies suggest that miRNAs may regulate asymmetric division of cells in human colon cancer-derived sphere cultures that enrich for cancer stem cell–like populations. The first of these showed that an important p53 target miRNA, miR-34a (33), acts as a novel fate determinant in established colon cancer cultures in vitro (34). Using paired-cell assays, miR-34a was found to asymmetrically segregate into the differentiating cell, and not the stem cell–like progeny that retained ALDH1 expression. Consistent with a prodifferentiation function, knocking down miR-34a expression resulted in a marked reduction in asymmetric division and a concomitant rise in symmetric renewal divisions. As a possible downstream mechanism, miR-34a was shown to bind to and sequester Notch1 mRNA and prevent its translation, thus promoting differentiation. Interestingly, unlike miR-34a, Numb did not consistently segregate away from ALDH1 in
asymmetrically dividing cells. This indicates that in colon cancer cells, in vitro asymmetric division and reduced Notch activity can be controlled by mechanisms that are independent of Numb, but dependent on p53.

Given that Numb is known to stabilize p53 (35), the studies described in this section, along with experiments showing the necessity for p53 in Numb-dependent differentiation of CML (14), raise the possibility that the Numb/Notch/p53/miR-34a axis may promote differentiation in a wide range of normal and malignant stem cell populations.

A second study on colon cancer and miRNAs used long-term colon cancer sphere-cultures to show that Snail-dependent activation of miR-146a is necessary for symmetric renewal of CSCs in established cancers (36). These experiments have shown that nuclear Snail, nuclear β-catenin, and miR-146a co-segregate with the stem cell marker CD44 in the small fraction of asymmetrically dividing sphere cells. Mechanistically, Snail expression was shown to promote nuclear translocation of β-catenin, which in turn transcriptionally activated miR-146a. Moreover, it was shown that miR-146a directly binds to the 3' untranslated region of Numb and represses it. Interestingly, in this system, Numb was shown to directly bind β-catenin and affect its stability. This suggests that Numb can promote differentiation not only by inhibiting the Notch pathway, but also by affecting canonical Wnt signaling, which is known to promote the stem cell state in many systems (37). Although these studies identify exciting new regulators of asymmetric division in cancers, it will be critical to test whether the mechanisms proposed here are active and mediate cancer progression in vivo.

Recent work using cancer cell lines suggests that other types of asymmetry may exist and be relevant to therapeutic strategies in solid cancers. Specifically, studies of long-established human breast and colon cancer cell lines have shown that a small fraction of cells that express high levels of AKT can give rise to G₀-like cells that are AKT<sub>lo</sub> Ros<sub>lo</sub> Hes1<sub>hi</sub> (38). Although it is not clear if this population expresses stem cell markers, it does show enhanced resistance to chemotherapy. Interestingly, a similar AKT<sub>lo</sub> Hes1<sub>hi</sub> population of cells is part of the residual disease in patients treated with chemotherapy. Although the ability to evade chemotherapy is an attribute of cancer stem cells (39), it is not clear whether the G₀-like cells seen in these cultures also have features of enhanced tumorigenicity, or whether the cells that remain after therapy in patients have the capacity to reinitiate tumors. It is provocative to hypothesize that since these G₀-like cells show enhanced activation of the Notch target gene Hes1, this may mark them as having a more stem cell like phenotype and function. However, without transplantation studies, it is difficult to assess the functional contribution of these cells. Furthermore, the changes in Notch signaling may be a consequence of low Numb expression; however, this was not directly examined in the study. Thus, this work, along with earlier studies on glioma, breast cancers (40), and pleural mesothelioma (41), raises the possibility that enhanced Numb expression, or loss of Notch signaling, not only promotes differentiation but also sensitizes cells to standard chemo- and radiotherapy.

**Future Perspectives**

Work over the past decade has shown that asymmetric division may be critical not only during development and homeostasis, but may also be essential for controlling oncogenic progression. However, it is important to note that although most studies have shown that loss of fate determinants or asymmetric division regulators can promote cancer progression and expansion of malignant cells, not every report has mapped the inheritance of fate-determinants to directly demonstrate a shift in division patterns from asymmetric division to symmetric renewal.

Nevertheless, although much has been done in terms of identifying mutations that promote expansion of malignant stem cells and aggressive disease, and many different mechanisms initiating asymmetric divisions have been identified, most studies point toward a downstream deregulation of the Notch/ Numb/p53 axis. It is also likely that miR-34a, a major p53 target miRNA, regulates asymmetric division downstream of p53 in multiple cancers. However, the function of many other regulators of asymmetric division in cancer remains unknown. Similarly, it is also not clear whether other developmental pathways involved in maintaining the stem cell state in the Drosophila germ cell niche or in normal adult stem cells, such as JAK/STAT signaling, TGFβ, and Hedgehog, that are key players in many malignancies may exert their influence in part by specifying division patterns in cancer.

Despite the progress made in understanding the role of asymmetric division in cancer development, many areas of investigation remain open. For instance, it remains to be determined if mutations in the regulators of asymmetric division can be tumor-initiating events in mammalian cancers, or if their expression only changes as a downstream consequence of other oncogenic drivers. Moreover, it is likely that asymmetric division contributes at distinct stages of tumor development and as further evidence accumulates, it may become clearer whether specific classes of signals regulate different oncogenic events. Moreover, the extrinsic or intrinsic signals that determine how and when a cancer stem cell will symmetrically or asymmetrically divide is of particular interest in determining the fate of daughter cells (5), the influence of the tumor microenvironment on dividing cancer stem cells is an important area to explore.

Current treatment strategies such as radiation and chemotherapy primarily target proliferation and survival, and can often have limited impact. The work we discuss here brings into focus how aberrant shifts from asymmetric division to symmetric division can trigger a ‘fearful symmetry’ (42) that drives cancer development and progression. These emerging ideas also raise the possibility that regulators of asymmetric division could be modulated to shift the balance back toward increased asymmetry and may thus serve as a new class of targets in cancer therapy.
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